
Mobility Insights
How Germany moves
Gain timely insights into the mobility behavior of the population thanks to 
anonymized mobile communications data.
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Mobility Insights - Probably the largest data panel in Germany

Germany is covered
nationwide by mobile 
communications cells

16 billion
Network events occur daily
across the country during
normal network operations

Multi-stage anonymization by 
means of self-developed 

procedure

44.3 million
Mobile connections

26.3 million
Contract customers

16 billion
Network Events



Our partners work all over Europe and have years of experience in analyzing 
mobile data

Journeys

Street sections

Location
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Anonymized mobile data 
from O2 Telefónica

Standard products and 
individual solutions

for industry-specific issues

Insights for traffic planning, 
analyses of locations or events
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Significantly more rail
trips between
30 and 300 kilometers in 
June 2022 than in June 
2019

Moderate decline in road
traffic for trips over
300 kilometers

More rail travel and less
mobility in road traffic,
especially on weekends

The 9-euro ticket résumé: This is how it has changed mobility
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A visitor flow analysis of the world's largest beer festival

On average about 130,000 visitors at 
the same time on the Festwiese with 
a maximum of 190,000 people 
between 7 and 8 pm. 

By far the youngest Wies'n ever, a 
particularly large number of people 
under the age of 49 attend the 
Oktoberfest.

Predominantly regional audience 
(70%) and popular abroad, especially 
with the British.
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Analysis results for the RKI

How well do 
the Corona

restrictions work? 

Anonymized
mobile data
provides the

answer
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Carnival 2023 analysis results

7

Anonymized
mobile phone
data shows

On average,
Cologne 

carnival revellers
are the youngest, 

those in Düsseldorf 
the most

international
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Analysis results for NFL game in Germany

88

Football fans
are significantly

younger, more trans-
regional and more
international than

soccer fans.
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Analysis results for the Germany-wide strike day in March '23

Between 
7 p.m. and 8 p.m., 

traffic was only 4% 
less than on a 

regular workday.


